The term quality of life can be identified in Aristotle's classical writings of 330 BC. In his Nichomachian ethics he recognises the multiple relationships between happiness, well-being, ''eudemonia'' and quality of life. Historically the concept of quality of life has undergone various interpretations. It involves personal experience, perceptions and beliefs, attitudes concerning philosophical, cultural, spiritual, psychological, political, and financial aspects of everyday living. Quality of life has been extensively used both as an outcome and an explanatory factor in relation to human health, in various clinical trials, epidemiologic studies and health interview surveys. Because of the variations in the definition of quality of life, both in theory and in practice, there are also a wide range of procedures that are used to assess quality of life. In this paper several methodological issues regarding the tools used to evaluate quality of life is discussed. In summary, the use of components consisted of large number of classes, as well as the use of specific weights for each scale component, and the low-to-moderate inter-correlation level between the components, is evident from simulated and empirical studies.
The term quality of life can be identified in Aristotle's classical writings of 330 BC. In his Nichomachian ethics, he recognizes the multiple relationships between happiness, well-being, ''eudemonia,'' and quality of life 1 ; he argues, ''When it comes to saying in what consists happiness options differ, and the account given by the generality of mankind is not at all like that of the wise. The former takes it to be something obvious and familiar, like pleasure or money or eminence, and there are various other views, and often the same person actually changes his opinion. When he falls ill, he says that it is his health, and when he is hard up he says that it is his money.' ' Historically, the concept of quality of life has undergone various interpretations. It involves personal experience, perceptions and beliefs, attitudes concerning philosophical, cultural, spiritual, psychological, political, and financial aspects of everyday living. 2 Quality of life is used to describe not only individuals' general ''well-being,'' but of societies, as well 2 ; and it is quite different with the concept of standard of living, which is based primarily on income. Widely adopted indicators of the quality of life include wealth, employment, built environment, physical and mental health, education, recreation, and social belonging. Quality of life has been extensively used both as an outcome and as an explanatory factor in relation to human health, in various clinical trials, epidemiologic studies, and health interview surveys. In particular, several randomized clinical trials have assessed the impact of the tested intervention on patients' physical and mental health, while observational studies have assessed the role of quality of life on peoples' health status and life expectancy. However, it should be noted here that although good quality of life has long been a public health policy goal, adequate definition and measurement have been elusive. For example, the World Bank 3 declares a goal of ''working for a world free of poverty, ie, lack of food, water, shelter, freedom, access to education, healthcare, and employment.'' Thus, poverty is closely associated with lower levels of quality of life. Within the field of health care, quality of life is often considered as all emotional, social, and physical aspects of the individual's life. 4 Specifically, the term quality of life refers to how the individual's well-being that may be impacted by a certain disease, or disability, or a disorder. 4 In a very recent study of approximately 4600 individuals that were recruited at 38 UK cities, the investigators observed that musculoskeletal, psychiatric, and cardiovascular patients reported the poorest quality of life as compared with other patients and also improved most during treatment. 5 The quality of health care system seems to play an important role in patients' quality of life. In a single-blind, randomized, controlled trial in 14 primary care clinics in an integrated health care system in Washington State, involving 214 participants with poorly controlled diabetes, coronary heart disease, or both and coexisting depression, the investigators observed that as compared with usual care, an intervention involving nurses who provided guideline-based, patient-centered management of depression and chronic disease significantly improved patients' quality of life as well as disease control. 6 Because of the variations in the definition of quality of life, both in theory and in practice, there are also a wide range of procedures that are used to assess quality of life. Unlike indices that can be accurately measured in financial terms, such as per capita gross domestic product (GDP) or standard of living, it is widely accepted that quantification of the quality of life is a hard task. The vast majority of quality-of-life indices distinguish 2 aspects of personal well-being, the emotional and the life evaluation, in which respondents are asked to think about their life in general and evaluate it against a scale.
7 Many systems and scales of measurement have been in use for a long period of time. The quantification of quality of life is usually measured in a simple Likert scale, or in a cardinal scale, where lower values indicates low levels of quality of life and higher values indicates highest attainable levels. 7 In the international literature more composite indicators have been proposed like the Human Development Index (HDI), which combines measures of life expectancy, education, and standard of living, in an attempt to quantify the options available to individuals. 8 The HDI has been used by the United Nations Development Program; it is a composite statistic used to rank countries by level of ''human development'' and separate developed (high development), developing (middle development), and underdeveloped (low development) countries. 8 The HDI combines 3 dimensions: (a) a long and healthy life, (b) access to knowledge (ie, years of schooling), and (c) a decent standard of living (GNI-gross national income per capita). However, some scientists have criticized the HDI because of a number of issues, like the failure to incorporate any ecological considerations, focusing exclusively on national performance and ranking but not paying attention to development from a global perspective, a fact that can lead to severe misclassifications of countries in the categories of being a ''low,'' ''medium,'' ''high,'' or ''very high'' human development country. 9 The Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) has also received attention the past years, which is a measure developed by sociologist David Morris in the 1970s. This index is quite simple and based on basic literacy, infant mortality, and life expectancy, all equally weighted on a 0 to 100 scale. Although not as complex as other measures, this index has found many applications in sociomedical research. 10 Another index that has received much attention is the SF-36, which is a multipurpose, short-form health questionnaire with 36 items. 11 Based on its scoring system, the SF-36 yields an 8-scale profile of functional health and well-being scores, as well as psychometrically based physical and mental health summary measures. The SF-36 has been proven very useful in surveys of general and specific populations, comparing the relative burden of diseases, as well as in differentiating the health benefits produced by a wide range of various treatments. There is a variety of quality-of-life indices, and one cannot refer to all of them in a brief review, but one that should also be presented here is the EuroQoL-5D (EQ-5D) index. 12 The EQ-5D has been developed by the EuroQoL; this group was established in 1987 and became a network of international, multilingual, and multidisciplinary researchers. The EQ-5D is a standardized, not disease-specific instrument for the evaluation of quality of life and it is applicable to a wide range of health conditions and treatments. With a small set of questions, it provides a simple descriptive profile and a single index value for perceived health status. There is now an increasing demand for EQ-5D usage in both clinical and economic evaluations of health care, as well as in populationbased health surveys.
The vast majority of the aforementioned quality-of-life scales (sometimes called indices or scores) are composite, quantitative tools aiming to measure a variety of conditions or characteristics that are, usually difficult to objectively evaluate. These scales in statistical science are usually considered discrete or continuous random variables that are scored using, often arbitrary rules and summed to develop a total score that describes the individuals' overall quality. The use of the appropriate scoring system (ie, monotonic or non-monotonic, with a small or large range), the use of weights in scale's components, the acceptable level of intercorrelation between the components of the scale, and the optimal number of components used for developing a scale are of crucial importance in developing an accurate scale. The term accurate describes a scale that can effectively discriminate low from good quality of life and consequently, reveal a true relationship between quality of life and human health. Particularly, regarding the scoring system, some aspects of the quality of life may not be linearly related to a health outcome. Thus, the use of non-monotonic scoring system is considered essential to better assess the role of this particular aspect on the investigated outcome. Moreover, in a typical Likert-type scoring system some of the classes may not have the same impact in discriminating low from good quality of life. Thus, the use of weights in a particular class, according to the previous knowledge may improve the diagnostic ability of the scale. Furthermore, the covariance matrix of the scale items may not be identical, that is, several items of a scale may have a level of intercorrelation. This level of intercorrelation between items should be taken into account for the development of a scale, since this may influence the effect size of the scale on various outcomes. Moreover, the number of items used may also play a significant role in developing a scale, as well as on its accuracy in predicting the outcome that it is aimed to do. Based on a literature search, the majority of scales that have been developed use a small number of items, with a short range of classes; whereas the level of intercorrelation does not seem to be taken into account by the inventors.
In a recent publication, Kourlaba and Panagiotakos evaluated whether the number of classes of scale components influences the diagnostic accuracy of the tool. Based on simulated data, a positive association between the number of classes and the diagnostic accuracy of the scales was evident. 13 The aforementioned findings lead to the conclusion that the maximum diagnostic accuracy of a scale is achieved when an increased number of classes in each component are used. However, it could be claimed that scales constructed using small number of classes may be more comprehensive and easily applied in daily practice. As mentioned above, scales with small range of classes result in low diagnostic accuracy and this could be an explanation for the lack of significant findings from some studies that used small-range scales. Moreover, large-range components may lead to lack of reproducibility of a scale; however, this consideration is still under investigation. In any case, it should be noted that the use of continuous instead of discrete components to develop a composite scale is always preferable. Another issue that deserves further attention is the contribution of each component to the total score of a composite scale. The majority of the scales have been developed assigning the same weight (ie, equal to 1) to all components. However, it is widely understood that the components of an index may not have the same ability in identifying low from good quality of life. Thus, use of weights may improve the discriminatory ability of a scale and increase the significance in the association between the quality-of-life scales with a health condition. 13 Moreover, Kourlaba and Panagiotakos also observed that the diagnostic accuracy of a scale is improved when non-or low intercorrelated components are used. Based on simulated data, they showed that the diagnostic accuracy of a scale developed using non-or low intercorrelated components is higher compared with that of a scale that was developed using moderate or high intercorrelated components. 14 During the past years quality-of-life scales have become firmly established as a routine part of evaluating interventions and in planning health care. 15 However, although a large number of scales have been proposed, several methodological issues have not been entirely appreciated and understood. These issues could be possible explanations for the lack of associations of the existing scales with various health outcomes. Some issues regarding the development of a scale were discussed here. In summary, the use of components consisted of a large number of classes, as well as the use of specific weights for each scale component, and the low-to-moderate intercorrelation level between the components, is evident from simulated and empirical studies. Nevertheless, further work is needed, to establish a robust methodology for developing health-related scales.
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